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Abstract
This paper presents modelling and simulation of matrix
converter using PID control scheme for controlling the
induction motor drive. Simulation model consists a
three phase matrix converter, an induction motor, a
field oriented controller and a power supply.
Venturini’s modulation algorithm is used for simulation
model. The algorithm of Venturini provides unity
displacement factor in the input regardless of the load
displacement factor and it can be easily implemented in
the closed loop operation. Simulation results are
presented for the output of converter. The result shows
that the performance of matrix converter fed induction
motor drive improved by using PID controlling scheme.
Index Terms: Matrix Converter, Induction Motor, Field
oriented control, PID control

1. Introduction
Matrix Converter is the most popular converter in a.c.
to a.c. direct converter family and generally used in
industrial applications. The a.c. to a.c. matrix converter
was first investigated by Gyugyi and Pelly in 1976 [1].
Venturini and Alesina have introduced a matrix converter
design using a generalized high frequency switching
strategy [2]. During recent years, the matrix converter has
entered the power electronics industry but

only a few of practical matrix converters have been
designed.
he matrix converter has become popular because
of its simple topology, absence of large dc link
capacitor and easy control of input power factor.
Matrix converter fulfils the requirements to provide a
sinusoidal voltage at the load side and, on the other
hand, it is possible to adjust the unity power factor on
the mains side under certain conditions [3]. Since there
is no d.c. link as in common converters, the matrix
converter can be built as a full-silicon structure.
However , a main filter is necessary to smooth the
pulsed currents on the input side of the matrix
converter. Using a sufficiently high pulse frequency,
the output voltage and current both are shaped
sinusoidaly. The matrix converter is an alternative to a
inverter drive for three-phase frequency control.
The converter consists of nine bi-directional
switches. Each of these bi-directional switches can be
constructed by power semiconductor devices as shown
in Fig. 2. Traditionally, two IGBTs with anti-paralleled
diodes are connected in series to construct one bidirectional switch (Fig. 2a). However, this structure
requires 18 IGBTs and 18 diodes, resulting in much
more power loss than in conventional AC-DC-AC
converters and hindering the further popularization of
the matrix converter. Newly developed IGBT with
reverse blocking capability (RB-IGBT) helps to resolve
this problem. A bi-directional switch is realized by a
simple placing of two RB-IGBTs in anti-parallel while
18 diodes used for blocking the voltage in matrix
converter are no longer required (Fig. 2b).
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protection of the circuit under fault conditions requires
very careful consideration [5].

2. Algorithm of Matrix Converter
A simplified version of the Venturini algorithm is used
in this work [6]. This algorithm is defined in terms of
the three-phase input and output voltages at each
sampling instant and is convenient for closed loop
operations. For the real-time implementation of the
proposed modulation algorithm, it is required to
measure any two of three input line-to-line voltages.
Then, Vim and ωit are calculated as

Fig. 1 Matrix converter schematic block
representation

diagram
where vAB,vBC are the instantaneous input line
voltages. The target output peak voltage and the output
position are calculated as

Fig. 2. Different structures of bi-directional
switches: (a) Conventional IGBTs
with
(b) RB-IGBTs

power
diodes

switches, arranged as three sets of three so that any of the
three input phases can be connected to any of the three
output lines, as shown in Fig. 1, where uppercase and
lowercase letters are used to denote the input and output,
respectively. The switches are then controlled in such a
way that the average output voltages are a three-phase set
of sinusoids of the required frequency and magnitude [4].
The matrix converter can comply with four quadrants of
motor operations, while generating no higher harmonics in
the three-phase a.c. power supply. Compared with
conventional drives, there is potential for reduced cost of
manufacture
and
maintenance,
and
increased
power/weight and power/volume ratios. The circuit is
inherently capable of bi-directional power flow and also
offers virtually sinusoidal input current, without the
harmonics usually associated with present commercial
inverters. The physical realization of the matrix converter
is not straightforward, due to the fact that there are no
freewheeling paths. In addition, the number of devices in
the power circuit is high compared with that in the inverter
(for instance 18 switches and 18 diodes). Consequently,
the timing of the switch actuation signals is particularly
critical, and

where va, vb, vc are the target phase output voltages.
Alternatively, in a closed loop system (for example a
field-oriented controlled drive), the voltage magnitude
and angle may be direct outputs of the control loop.
Then, the voltage ratio is calculated

where q is the desired voltage ratio, and Vim is the peak
input voltage.
Triple harmonic terms are found

where qm is the maximum voltage ratio (0.866).
Then, the three modulation functions for output phase
a are given as
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The modulation functions for the other two output phases,
b and c are obtained by replacing vb and vc with va,
respectively in Equations (9) and (10). Note that the
modulation functions have third harmonic components at
the input and output frequencies added to them to produce
output voltage, vo. This is a requirement to get the
maximum possible voltage ratio [3]. It should be noted
that in Eq. (3) there is no requirement for the target
outputs to be sinusoidal. In general, three phase output
voltages and input currents can be defined in terms of the
modulation functions in matrix form as

3. Field Oriented Controller
The field-oriented control strategy was implemented in
the matrix converter induction motor drive. The
induction machine is controlled in synchronously
rotating d–q axis frame with the d axis oriented along
the stator flux vector position. In this way, a decoupled
control between the electrical torque and the rotor
excitation current is obtained. The indirect field
oriented control technique using impressed voltages
and control of field and torque current components was
implemented in the drive system. The control requires
the measurements of the stator currents and the rotor
position. Equations (17), (18), and (19) are the
fundamental equations for field-oriented control [13],
and allow the induction motor to act like a separately
excited d.c. machine with decoupled control of torque
and flux, making it possible to operate the induction
motor as a high-performance four-quadrant servo drive.

where the superscript T denotes a transpose, and M is
the instantaneous input-phase to output-phase transfer
matrix of the three-phase matrix converter. viph and
voph are the input and output phase voltage vectors, and
iiph and ioph represent the input and output phase
current vectors. Alternatively, from Equations (12) and
(13), the output-line voltages and input-line currents
can be expressed as

where

Figure 3 shows a schematic block diagram for the fieldoriented controlled matrix converter induction motor drive
where three output currents and rotor position are required
to be measured. The field-oriented control method shown
in Fig. 3 imposes a rotor flux vector angle ϴ e which is
aligned to the d axis. The motor speed, ωr is measured and
compared with the demanded speed ωr*. The resulting
speed error is then processed by a proportional-integral
derivative (PID) controller to produce an isq* demand,
which in the constant torque region is proportional to the
torque demand, providing that the system is field-oriented.
The flux current demand is maintained constant at just
under saturation
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4. d-q Model of Induction Motor
level when the machine runs below synchronous speed.
However, field weakening must be introduced above
synchronous speed at base frequency operating
conditions so that the flux current reference is reduced
as the speed is increased above its synchronous base.

The simulation equations for an induction motor in the
d–q synchronously rotating reference frame are given
as [7]

Fig. 3. Block diagram for vector controlled matrix
converter induction motor drive.
The transformation of the instantaneous stator currents
into field-oriented d and q axis components is carried
out in two stages. First, the three instantaneous currents
isa(t), isb(t), and isc(t) are transformed to the stationary
two axis currents, isa(t) and isb(t). These are then
transformed into the rotating d–q axis currents, isd and
-jϴ e
isq. The equivalent complex operator e
is used in
this transformation. ϴ e denotes the instantaneous flux
vector angle, which is determined by summing the
rotor position signal and the commanded slip position
obtained by integrating Eq. (18). The inverse
transformation of d and q axis values to the
instantaneous stator reference frame is represented by
-jϴ e
the complex operator e
. The two current controllers
which employ PID control process the isd and isq errors
to give V’sd and V’sq. Voltage compensation terms are
added to the output of each current controller to get the
resulting voltage reference signals Vsd* and V sq*.
These voltages are then converted to the three-phase
-jϴ e
voltages using the complex operator e
. The threephase voltages Va*,Vb*, V c*, and instantaneous flux
vector angle ϴ e are used as the input signals for the
Venturini algorithm (Equations. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
10, 11) to generate the duty cycles for each switch in
the matrix converter.

where quantities with subscript q or d denote q axis or
d axis quantities and quantities with subscript s or r
denote stator or rotor quantities. Ψ denotes flux linkage,
R is resistance, Lls and Llr are the stator and rotor
leakage inductances, respectively, and Lo is the
magnetizing inductance. Ls and Lr denote the self
inductances of the stator and rotor, respectively. T e and
TL are the motor torque and load torque, respectively. P
is the number of poles, and fv is the friction constant
coefficient. J is inertia and ωmech is the mechanical
speed of the motor. All rotor quantities are referred to
the stator.

5. Simulink Model
The
simulation
program
constructed
in
Matlab/Simulink software package [8] comprises three
main part switch are the matrix converter, induction
motor, and field-oriented controller. Some subpart
simulink diagrams of the main simulink model of
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Simulation of the matrix converter fed induction motor
using PID controller was performed for various
operating conditions. Simulation results of various
parameters are shown below:

Fig. 4. Simulink diagram of speed controller

Fig. 5. Simulink diagram of motor output scaling

Fig.8. Variation between desired speed v/s actual speed

Fig. 6. Simulink diagram of current scaling

Fig. 7. Simulink diagram of generating space vector

Fig. 9. PWM Duty Cycle

6. Simulation Results
Figure 8 shows the variation between desired and
actual speed of induction motor. In this figure blue lie
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shows the desired speed whereas red line shows actual
speed of induction motor in practical condition.

Fig. 10. Stator current of induction motor

Fig. 11. Torque demand
Figure 9, 10, 11 shows the simulation results of PWM
duty cycle, stator current, torque demand for matrix
converter fed induction motor drive using PID
controller.
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7. Conclusion
In this paper, a modelling and simulation study of
the matrix converter-fed induction motor drive
using PID control was carried out. A highperformance vector controlled drive employing the
matrix converter was presented. Instead of the
inverter with a d.c. link in the vector-controlled
drive system, the use of the matrix converter made
the drive system capable of operating in all fourquadrant regions. It was demonstrated that the
matrix converter is capable of operating with unity
input displacement factor regardless of the load
power factor at the output. The simulation results
shows that the performance of the motor drive
system improved.
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